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Abstract

The possibility of using laser beam to accelerate elec-
trons in a waveguide structure with dimension much larger
than the laser wavelength was proposed by Pantel and an-
alytically investigated by Xie. In the present paper we
present the status of our experimental plan to demonstrate
the laser/e � interaction using an e � beam with initial en-
ergy of 40-50 MeV.

INTRODUCTION
Laser acceleration of electrons relies on using the e.m.

field associated with the propagating laser beam to acceler-
ate electrons. Several schemes have been proposed based
on inverse radiation mechanisms that can provide a lon-
gitudinal accelerating field. In our case, we plan to co-
propagate an e � beam and a radially polarized laser within
a structure that provides weak focusing for the laser (see
schematics in Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: The laser beam enters from the top left. After
propagating passing through a lens (L1) and reflecting from
the apertured mirror (M1), the beam co-propagates with
the e � beam through the open iris-loaded structure (OILS)
[green rectangle]. The laser beam is then extracted from
the chamber thanks to a second apertured mirror (M2) and
then transported to a diagnostics station.

In virtue of the Lawson-Woodward theorem [1], the
laser-e � beam interaction must be limited, and there must
exist an inverse process that make the e � to radiate. Be-
cause it will be necessary to fill the interaction region with
gas (see below) this process corresponds Cerenkov radia-
tion.

THE OPEN IRIS-LOADED STRUCTURE
CONCEPT

The acceleration of e � by coupling the laser using an
open iris-loaded structure (OILS) was proposed by Pan-�

work supported by URA under contract No. DE-AC02-76CH00300
with US-DOE.

tel [2]. An important advantage of this structure is its over-
sized dimension compared to the laser wavelength. The
structure consists of stacked elements of conic shape (see
Ref. [3]). The eigenmodes of the structure were analyti-
cally derived in Reference [4]. Given the laser frequency
in vacuum � , the electric field associated to the TM mode
(no azimuthal dependence) is given by:������������������ �! #"$�&%(')�*��+-,/.1032 � �54�6�7 and, ' ��������������� %(�%98 ";:=< �������5������ >@? %#�% ' �! �A*�&%('��*�B+ ,/.10 2 � �54�6�7 �
where
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is the axial peak electric field,
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is the impedance for free space. Such a wave is supralumi-
nous in vacuum: the phase velocity ish < Z� �iW+��&%(��� V GCkjRlnm l\po U AB"-q\�rOsTt@u � (1)

which is always larger than G in vacuum (
Cv� l ). This is

a limitation when trying to accelerate non-ultra-relativistic
incoming beams such as considered in the present paper.
The laser phase velocity needs to be reduced by selecting
a medium with the proper refractive index, e.g. immersing
the interaction region in a gas.

GENERATION OF TM wx�y MODE
For efficient coupling of the incoming laser into the

structure, the laser mode should be radially polarized. Such
a laser has been developed at FNPL by the two of us (from
University of Rochester) by employing a Mach-Zender in-
terferometer [3]. A seed from the photocathode drive laser
oscillator (a Nd:YLF oscillator) is regeneratively amplified
and sent to the interferometer. The incoming TM

"3A
mode

is split (50%) and one of the beams rotated by 90 z via a
periscope and then recombined with the other beam with
proper phase to yield the radially polarized TM {"�A mode.
Figure 2 shows an example of measured intensity of the
TM {"3A mode. To date the radially polarized mode has been
generated but reproducibility and reliability still present
challenges and further work is needed before confidently
using this laser to drive our acceleration experiment. Fur-
thermore amplification to high energies and compression
in time of a radially polarized beam have not as yet been
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Figure 2: Measured transverse density a) and correspond-
ing line profile b) of the TM |}3~ mode.

Parameter Value Unit
charge 100 pC

total energy 43 MeV
transverse emittance 0.7 mm-mrad

bunch length 0.5 (1.7) mm (ps)
momentum spread 5.5 KeV

Table 1: FNPL nominal operating settings and simulated
parameters for 100 pC bunch.

demonstrated. For efficient coupling between the TM |}�~
mode and the eigenvalue mode of the structure, we need
to focus the mode to a waist ������� �(� where a is the iris
diameter. Preliminary tests in propagating the laser beam
in the structure indicate a transmission of � 80% in a 25 cm
long structure consisting of 250 conic stacked elements.

EXPECTED PERFORMANCES AT FNPL

The laser acceleration of electrons using the OILS con-
cept is planned at FNPL, once the energy upgrade of the
facility is completed (for a description see Reference [7]),
at a beam energy �����(� MeV. We assume for the sub-
sequent calculations of the laser acceleration performance
a 40 MeV e � beam. For the laser acceleration, we need,
at the interaction location, an e � beam that can be focused
to transverse spot sizes �5�����������*�(��� m (rms). Such
a small focus insures the 4- � beam is contained within the
structure aperture (delimited by the iris radius � =1 mm).
Therefore we must optimize the e � transport to produce
a low emittance beam. Since the charge per bunch is not
a limiting parameter, we optimized the accelerator at the
charge ��� 100 pC, low enough to achieved transverse
normalized emittance below 1 mm-mrad and, in the mean-
while, large enough to allow the use of our diagnostics
(optical transition radiation and scintillating YAG screens).
The main parameters of the low charge settings for the
injector are reported in Table 1. For our estimate of the
laser acceleration we consider an OILS with active length� �k�;� cm and iris radius �=��� mm, the anticipated peak
field is ������ MV/m.

In order to have a net electrons energy change, the laser
and e � beams must be synchronous, i.e. the phase veloc-
ity of the laser should match the e � beam velocity. Two

causes may break the synchronous condition: (1) the in-
coming beam is non-ultra-relativistic, and (2) when the en-
ergy gain is too high there will be significant phase slippage
between the laser and e � beams. To avoid these effects, the
laser phase velocity is decreased by immersing the interac-
tion region in a gas with index of refraction chosen to have:�]� ��� ��v a¡£¢ }�~�¤�*¥O�§¦©¨nª �« ¨

¬ � (2)

From past experience [6] with e � beam having similar
parameters, filling the interaction region with hydrogen
would be the best alternative. For Hydrogen (H ¨ ), the in-
dex of refraction, at a given wavelength ¤ , is parameterized
in term of gas pressure and temperature via the relation:�9� ��®�;� �°¯�±² �#� � ²�³ �1�-´µ ¡ �g�#�1�#� ³ ª �-� ² � ³ � ��#�(� � ¤ ¨ ¦ (3)

with ± ,
µ

and ¤ respectively given in units of Torr, Kelvin
and microns. For the nominal energy « � ²�¶ we estimate
from Eq. 3 for the refractive index ��� �]� ¶ � ³]· �-���°¸ ,
corresponding to a pressure of H ¨ of 450 Torr (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Sensitivity of energy gain on gas pressure (a) and
required gas pressure for incoming energy (b) .

The two major effects that may degrade the expected
signature of the laser/e � interaction are (1) multiple scat-
tering as the beam crosses the vacuum window and prop-
agate in the gas and (2) the effect of wakefields associ-
ated to the beam Coulomb field interacting with the struc-
ture. The use of a gas at significant pressure (order of
1 atm) to slow the phase velocity of the laser will de-
teriorate the e � beam via beam-gas scattering. The to-
tal emittance growth due to scattering is approximately¹»º¼ � �¾½f¿$�(À ³5Á � ¶ À «OÂ ¨ÄÃ �@Å ¿1Æ ÀÄÇ Å ¿ÈÆ}fÉ , where the summation
is performed on the different constituents degrading the
beam (two beryllium windows and the gas volume), Ç }
and

�
are the radiation length and interaction length. Our

estimate results in a beam blow-up by a factor �Ê� at the
end of the structure. However extrapolation of Ref. [6]
are more optimistic. Longitudinal wake-field produced will
cause the bunch energy spread to growth, this effect is in-
deed small at 100 pC for the considered bunch duration
( ��ËÌ��� ps).

To estimate the performance of the laser acceleration ex-
periment at FNPL, we use the tracking program ASTRA
from DESY [5] . A new cavity element was introduced



in the program based on the Eq. 1. The program then in-
tegrates the equation of motion taking into account space
charge and the laser external fields. In the calculations
reported here we do no include the beam-scattering due
to the gas filling the interaction region and entrance/exit
vacuum windows. We also assume the entire e Í beam is
interacting with the laser beam while in reality the laser
beam may be shorter than the e Í beam. The main signa-

Figure 4: (top) longitudinal phase space upstream (input),
and at different locations downstream of the OILS section
entrance (5, 10 and 20 cm) along with the associated charge
density (bottom) ( Î§ÏÑÐ corresponds to the bunch head).

ture of the laser/e Í interaction occurs on the e Í longitu-
dinal phase space. Because the laser wavelength is much
shorter than the bunch length, an energy modulation is im-
parted onto the e Í beam (see Fig. 4). The build-up of en-
ergy modulation and the associated density modulation is
seen in Fig. 4. This results in a double-peaked energy spec-
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Figure 5: Sensitivity of the energy spectrum on the incom-
ing e Í beam energy spread ( Ò5Ó#Ô Õ×ÖDÐgØ1Ù mm).

trum as shown in Fig. 5. The influence of incoming energy
spread is not significant: even for large incoming energy
spread (100 keV rms) the spectrum is not significantly al-

tered. Because of the radial dependence of the longitudinal
field we also investigate the evolution of energy spectrum
for various e Í beam sizes in the OILS (see Fig. 6). The re-
sults indicates it is necessary to keep the beam sizes small
( Ò Ó*Ô ÕÛÚvÜ Ð#Ð@Ý m) in order to avoid smearing of the double-
peak structure. An advantage of accelerating non-ultra-
relativistic e Í beams is that the energy modulation even-
tually converts into a density modulation at the laser wave-
length (micro-bunching). The maximum compression is
achieved after a drift length ÞYÖ�ÙÄß-àOá*â&ã(ä#ß*ã$ÎÄå3Í£æ@ç 10 cm
downstream of the OILS (where ã$ä#ß�ã�Î is the fractional
energy chirp imparted by the laser). The micro-bunching
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Figure 6: Simulated energy spectrum for various e ÍèÙ beam
sizes in the OILS structure (left) and corresponding energy
spread (right). Note for Ò Ó#Ô Õ Ï�Ð�Ø Ü mm, the beam is not
fully transmitted ( Ò5éêÖëÙ;Ð keV). (Note that the profile
corresponding to the “laser off” case has been scaled by
1/10.)

could be used for other advanced accelerator physics appli-
cations (e.g. injection of pre-bunched beam in a plasma-
wakefield accelerator); it could also produce coherent radi-
ation, e.g., for bunch length diagnostics.

CONCLUSION
We have analyzed the possibility of performing an in-

verse Cerenkov acceleration experiment at FNPL with a 40
MeV electron beam. A clear signature of laser/electron in-
teraction should be obtained in this experiment for a large
range of incoming electron beam parameters. The TM ìí æmode laser has been developed and the experiment will be
performed after the FNPL upgrade [7].
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